
 

 

18 March 2016: “Talk about bad timing…!” 

 

Amidst a country visit by Moody’s, the global credit rating agency, ahead of their credit rating review on the 

country, what can only be described as a political circus has been playing out. The public spat between Finance 

Minister Gordhan, the SARS head Moyane and the Hawks has been overshadowed by the revelations from the 

Deputy Finance Minister that he was approached by the Gupta family for the position of Finance Minister. The 

effect of this political saga is that the institutional integrity of the country is being put in jeopardy, doing the 

country’s credit rating prospects and foreign investor confidence no favours. The financial market’s reaction 

played out through the currency, weakening every time bad news comes out. 

 

The Reserve Bank did show its credibility and independence when it hiked interest rates by 0.25% to 7% in a split 

decision on Thursday. The Monetary Policy Committee remained concerned over upside risks to inflation and that 

inflation will remain above the targeted band for an extended period of time. The market’s response to the 

surprise decision was relatively muted, but it did help the rand to appreciate following the earlier week blowout. 

 

The Fed paused at their monetary policy meeting on Wednesday, but more importantly, indicated a shallower 

future path of interest rates in a decidedly more dovish policy stance. Instead of 4 projected interest rate hikes for 

the remainder of the year, Fed members now forecasted 2 hikes. The Fed has been struggling to tighten monetary 

policy at a time when the other major central banks have been easing. Also, the Fed noted its concern over the 

impact of weaker global growth and financial market turmoil on the US economy. 

 

 

 

  

Globally, investor sentiment turned positive 

and the risk-on rally pushed many equity 

market indices back into positive territory for 

the year. The major central banks have 

provided another shot of reflation and as the 

US dollar depreciated, emerging market 

currencies, commodities and equities rose. The 

dollar was on its way for its steepest 3-week 

decline in more than 4 years. The rand broke 

through the R16/level due to the political 

turmoil, but recovered after the Fed and SARB 

meetings. On the local front a rise in bank 

shares, following the interest rate hike, led the 

equity market higher. The price of oil headed 

for its fifth straight week of gains, helped by the 

drop in the dollar, increased demand and talks 

over a production freeze. 

DOMESTIC EQUITY WEEK CHANGE YTD CHANGE

JSE ALL SHARE 53,733.41 3.85% 6.00%

JSE FIN 15 15,891.44 6.43% 4.31%

JSE IND 25 72,849.37 3.65% 1.53%

JSE RES 20 30,953.61 3.63% 21.89%

JSE GOLD 2,062.24 -0.78% 95.05%

JSE ALL SHARE 40 47,734.49 4.31% 4.23%

INTERNATIONAL EQUITY

DOW JONES (USA) 17,481.49 1.56% 0.32%

NASDAQ (TECH USA) 4,774.99 0.56% -4.64%

FTSE (LONDON) 6,220.64 1.32% -0.35%

NIKKEI (TOKYO) 16,724.81 -1.26% -12.13%

GLOBAL EQUITY 1,643.00 1.04% -1.19%

EMERGING MARKET EQUITY 816.90 2.00% 2.87%

OTHER

ALL BOND INDEX 489.71 -0.08% 5.98%

3 MONTH NCD YIELD 7.10 0.00% 4.41%

R/DOLLAR 15.30 0.62% -1.03%

R/EURO 17.27 1.48% 2.82%

R/POUND 22.16 2.18% -1.72%

GOLD 1,247.90 -1.33% 17.48%

OIL (BRENT) 42.23 4.56% 13.28%


